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Abstract

conversation with some non-recommendation subgoals, such as chitchat and question answering to
Recommendation dialogs require the system
collect user information and build social relationto build a social bond with users to gain trust
ships and finally progresses into a recommendation
and develop affinity in order to increase the
subgoal. Subgoals can be seen as different dialog
chance of a successful recommendation. It
phases. Figure 1 shows an example dialog with
is beneficial to divide up, such conversations
multiple subgoals. All the subgoals are designed to
with multiple subgoals (such as social chat,
complete the final recommendation.
question answering, recommendation, etc.),
so that the system can retrieve appropriate
An RNN-based multi-goal driven conversation
knowledge with better accuracy under differgeneration framework (MGCG) was proposed to
ent subgoals. In this paper, we propose a uniaddress this task by Liu et al. (2020). MGCG first
fied framework for common knowledge-based
models the subgoals separately to plan appropriate
multi-subgoal dialog: knowledge-enhanced
subgoal sequences for topic transitions and final
multi-subgoal driven recommender system
recommendations. Then MGCG extracts knowl(KERS). We first predict a sequence of subgoals and use them to guide the dialog model
edge features from the whole knowledge graph
to select knowledge from a sub-set of existing
and produces responses to complete each subgoal.
knowledge graph. We then propose three new
However, MGCG did not investigate how to efmechanisms to filter noisy knowledge and to
fectively use knowledge in different subgoals. As
enhance the inclusion of cleaned knowledge
shown in Figure 1, a conversation often involves
in the dialog response generation process. Exa relatively large knowledge graph and multiple
periments show that our method obtains statesubgoals. Both the question answering and the recof-the-art results on DuRecDial dataset in both
ommendation processes require assistance from acautomatic and human evaluation.
curate knowledge information. Therefore, having
1 Introduction
rich and accurate knowledge is essential in generating engaging conversations. Since taking all
Recommendation dialog systems recently attract
possible knowledge as input will lead to more noise
much attention due to their significant commercial
and high computation, how to select useful knowlpotential (Chen et al., 2019; Jannach et al., 2020). edge in different subgoals is important.
Such systems first elicit user preferences through
We propose KERS to use knowledge effectively
conversations and then provide high-quality recomin multi-subgoal conversational recommendation
mendations based on elicited preferences.
tasks. In order to control the flow of the converMany real-world recommendation applications
sation, we develop a dialog guidance module that
usually involve chitchat, question answering, and
predicts a sequence of subgoals and selects userecommendation dialogs working together (Wang
ful external knowledge information with respect to
et al., 2014; Ram et al., 2018). Various social ineach subgoal to improve generation performance.
teractions build rapport with users and gain trust.
In addition, we propose a sequential attention mechTo provide more sociable recommendations, Liu
anism, a noise filter, and a knowledge enhancement
et al. (2020) proposed a conversational recommenmodule to make generated responses more infordation dialog dataset DuRecDial annotated with
mative. Specifically, the sequential attention mech21 subgoals, where the dialog system starts the
anism enhances subgoal guidance, the noise filter
∗
Corresponding author
eliminates unrelated and unnecessary knowledge,
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『柔道龙虎榜』

Throw Down

郭富城
Aaron Kwok!

永恒的经典
timeless
classics

香港电影金像奖最佳男主角
Hong Kong Film Award for Best

Actor
《罪与罚》
郭富城的表演特别精彩
Crime and Punishment. Aaron Kwok’s
performance in the movie is particularly wonderful
犯罪

悬疑
crime suspense

Figure 1: An example of rich knowledge in multi-subgoal recommendation dialog. The conversation is grounded
on a knowledge graph. The task can be viewed as completing multiple subgoals sequentially. Text in red indicates
knowledge related information and red arrows indicate selected knowledge triple.

and the knowledge enhancement module increases
the importance of the selected knowledge in response generation. Both automatic and manual
evaluations suggest that KERS has a better performance compared to state-of-the-art methods.

2

Related Work

et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2020b) also introduced
topic transition approaches similar to the subgoal
transition to improve the quality of open-domain
dialogs. They built the topic path by either traversing on a knowledge graph or predicting knowledge
items directly. Similar to Liu et al. (2020), Hayati
et al. (2020) utilized sentence-level sociable recommendation strategy labels in the INSPIRED dataset
to improve the recommendation success rate. However, the INSPIRED dataset was not annotated with
specific dialog subgoals.
Some relevant works for our project focused on
obtaining knowledge information from all the related knowledge triples (Liu et al., 2020; Chen
et al., 2019), or enhancing the semantic representations by incorporating both word-oriented
and entity-oriented knowledge graphs (Zhou et al.,
2020a). However, our work differs because it
has fine-grained knowledge planning and accurate
knowledge incorporation in generation. Moreover,
we deal with more complex knowledge graphs, including both sentences and entities.

Most previous work in recommendation dialog systems focused on slot-filling methods to collect user
preferences and recommend items (Reschke et al.,
2013; Christakopoulou et al., 2016; Sun and Zhang,
2018; Christakopoulou et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2018; Lee et al., 2018; Lei et al., 2020). To study
more sociable and informative recommendation
conversations, Li et al. (2018); Moon et al. (2019);
Zhou et al. (2020b) proposed new recommendation dialog datasets with knowledge graphs, and
incorporated knowledge into response generation.
Kang et al. (2019) created a dialog dataset with
clear goals. Chen et al. (2019) captured knowledgegrounded information and used recommendationaware vocabulary bias to improve the quality of
language generation.
3 Method
Recently, Liu et al. (2020) proposed utilizing subgoal sequences to plan dialog paths and
KERS consists of three modules: a dialog guidance
presented a new recommendation dialog dataset
module (section 3.1), an encoder (section 3.2), and
DuRecDial. They demonstrated that establishing a
a decoder (section 3.3), as shown in Figure 2. The
subgoal sequence is crucial for natural transitions
decoder incorporates three new mechanisms, a seand successful recommendations. Some previous
quential attention mechanism, a noise filter, and a
works (Moon et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2019; Wu
knowledge enhancement module.
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Figure 2: The architecture of the knowledge-enhanced multi-subgoal driven recommender system (KERS).

For each conversation turn, the dialog guidance
module predicts the subgoal of the turn and selects
knowledge for the next response. Then, the encoder encodes the subgoal, the selected knowledge,
and the dialog context. Finally, the output of the
encoder is fed to the decoder to generate the final
dialog system response.
3.1 Dialog Guidance Module
To produce proactive and natural conversational
recommendations, we propose a dialog guidance
module to customize a reasonable sequence of
subgoals and provide proper candidate knowledge.
This module accomplishes two subtasks: subgoal
generation and knowledge generation. To predict
the next turn’s subgoal Gnext , we use a Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) based model conditioning on a context X, a knowledge graph K,
a user profile P, and a final recommendation subgoal GT . We define K′ as a set of P and K, and
optimize the following loss function:
X
next
) (1)
LG =
− log P (ginext |X, K′ , GT , g<i
i
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Figure 3: Input representation of the dialog context.

between each knowledge and the ground-truth response. Finally, we take the knowledge items with
F1 scores greater than a threshold (thr = 0.35) as
the pseudo label Kw . We optimize the following
loss function to train a knowledge generator:
X
w
LK =
− log P (kiw |Gnext , X, K′ , GT , k<i
)
i

where kiw is the token in head or relation.
We do not need to generate a complete tuple
(head, relation, tail), because only head and
relation are needed to obtain specific knowledge
items. Then, we select the knowledge items matching the generated tuple (head, relation) as the candidate knowledge Kc . Finally, the dialog guidance
module outputs G′next = [Gnext ; GT ] (the concatenation of the predicted subgoal Gnext and the final recommendation subgoal GT ) and Kc for next
stage processing.

where ginext denotes the token in Gnext . Then
we input the predicted subgoal into another Transformer to get the candidate knowledge Kc . Because there is no labeled knowledge in ground-truth
responses, we obtain pseudo labels in an unsuper- 3.2 Encoder
vised manner. We first concatenate the knowledge
To incorporate different types of information, we
items in the tuple (head, relation, tail). Then we
use a vanilla Transformer block as our encoder. We
compute the char-based F1 score (Wu et al., 2019) encode context, candidate knowledge selected and
1094

the subgoals predicted by the dialog guidance module independently, since they have different structures. In addition, the input embedding includes
word embedding, type embedding, and positional
embedding, as shown in Figure 3. The multi-type
embeddings help the encoder distinguish different
parts of the context better (Wolf et al., 2018). Formally, the outputs of the encoder are computed as
follows:
EC = Transformer(X)

(2)

EK = Transformer(Kc )

(3)

EG =

Transformer(G′next )

(4)

3.3 Decoder
We propose three new mechanisms to incorporate
in a Transformer based decoder to generate informative responses consistent with the predicted subgoal. We describe the three mechanisms, a sequential attention mechanism, a noise filter, and a knowledge enhancement module in details below. The
decoder produces responses as follows:
Y = arg max P (Y ′ |EC , EK , EG )

(5)

Y′

3.3.1 Sequential Attention Mechanism
The sequential attention mechanism is designed to
enhance subgoal guidance by simulating human
cognitive process. Humans first form an overall
idea of a recommendation and then pitch the recommendation given the current conversation context. So we make the decoder first processes the
different parts of the encoder outputs at different
layers and then combine these layers in a particular
order that resembles human cognition. Specifically,
the Transformer based decoder extracts features as
follows:
OP = MultiHead(I(Yp ), I(Yp ), I(Yp ))

(6)

OG = MultiHead(OP , EG , EG )

(7)

OKG = NF(OG , EC , EK )

(8)

Odec = FFN(OKG )

(9)

Add
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Multi-head Attention
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Context
Encoding

Knowledge
Encoding

Previous Layer
Ouput

Figure 4: The internal structure of the noise filter.

3.3.2

Noise Filter

Although we can generate high-quality candidate
knowledge, there is still erroneous candidate knowledge that can lead to an unexpected response.
Moreover, since the recommender does not always
provide knowledge-related responses in conversations, the excessive input of knowledge can create
more noise. To address these problems, we propose a noise filter to select better knowledge items,
shown in Figure 4. We filter the knowledge features by a knowledge gate. Specifically, the filter
first takes the previous layer output OG as a query
to extract the features of context encoding EC and
knowledge encoding EK by multi-head attention:
OC = MultiHead(OG , EC , EC )

(10)

OK = MultiHead(OG , EK , EK )

(11)

Then, the knowledge gate computes a reduction
weight αk according to the matching degree of
knowledge and context. Finally, the filter averages context features and knowledge features using
αk ∈ [0, 1] as outputs OKG :
αk = Sigmoid(Wk [OC ; OK ])
OKG = OC + (1 − αk )OC + αk OK

(12)
(13)

where Wk is a trainable parameter. The noise filter
controls the flow of knowledge. When responses
are not knowledge-related, or the knowledge is not
associated with the context, the reduction weight
αk decreases and vice versa.

where MultiHead(Q, K, V) is the multi-head attention operation described in Vaswani et al. (2017).
Yp is the previous decoded tokens. I(·) is the em- 3.3.3 Knowledge Enhancement Module
bedding function of the input and NF(·) indicates
To further generate more informative responses, we
the process of the noise filter. In this structure, the
propose a knowledge enhancement module to put
model captures valid information in the context and
more emphasis on retrieved knowledge through a
the knowledge based on the subgoals and then gen- set of learned weights. Specifically, we take the
erates more coherent responses that are consistent
words in knowledge K′ as the knowledge lexicon.
with these subgoals.
Then we compute the weighted probability distri1095

Model
CNN (Liu et al., 2020)
LSTM-CNN
Ours

Accuracy
94.13
95.48
96.60

Table 1: Subgoal prediction accuracy.

butions of words using a weight αg ∈ [0, 1]:
αg = Sigmoid(Wg Odec )

(14)

H = Wv Odec
Po (yj ) = Softmax(

(15)




αg H (yj ∈
/ K′ )
) (16)
H (yj ∈ K′ )

where Wg and Wv are trainable parameters. αg
controls the weight of generating a general word. A
low value of αg indicates highlighting the words in
the knowledge lexicon. In the training process, the
model automatically learns to enhance the generation probability of the knowledge words at proper
steps. The introduced knowledge enhancement
module can not only help the model produce more
informative responses but also increase the presence of the selected knowledge in responses.

delivering weather reports. DuRecDial contains
10,190 recommendation dialogs, 21 subgoals and
222,198 knowledge triples. We split the dataset
into train/dev/test data with a ratio of 6.5:1:2.5.
Figure 1 shows an example dialog.
We implement KERS in PyTorch1 . Both the encoder and decoder contain six Transformer blocks.
Each Transformer block uses 12 attention heads.
The word embedding and hidden state sizes are
both set to 768. We use a similar encoder-decoder
structure that is used for generating responses to
accomplish the subgoal generation and knowledge
generation task. The vocabulary size is 30,000.
The maximum context length is 768.
4.2 Baseline Models
We compare KERS against several baselines:
• S2S+kg: We implement the seq2seq model as
described in Vinyals and Le (2015) with the
attention mechanism and concatenate all the
related knowledge and the context as its input.
• Trans.: We implement the Transformer
model as introduced by Vaswani et al. (2017).

3.4 Training Objective

• Trans.+kg: We use a knowledge encoder to
extract knowledge features. We concatenate
knowledge features and the context as the
Transformer model’s input.

Because that each module completes different functions, we train the model in two stages. First, we
optimize the subgoal generation loss LG and the
knowledge generation loss LK for the dialog guidance module. Then, we optimize the following
cross-entropy loss between the predicted word distribution Po and ground-truth distribution o:
LRG = −

N
X

oj log (Po (yj ))

j=1

4

Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Training Details

(17)

• MGCG_G, MGCG_R: We use the generation and retrieval models based on the MGCG
framework introduced by Liu et al. (2020).
To validate the effectiveness of each component,
we conduct ablation studies as follows: (1) KERS
w/o DiaGuidance: without the dialog guidance
module; (2) KERS w/o Subgoal: without subgoal
information input in the decoder; (3) KERS w/o
CandidateKnow: without the candidate knowledge input in the decoder; (4) KERS + Topic:
without the candidate knowledge but with the predicted topic as described in Liu et al. (2020); (5)
KERS w/o NoiseFilter: without the noise filter;
(6) KERS w/o KnowEnhance: without the knowledge enhancement module; (7) KERS + Reverse:
KERS first extracts context and knowledge features,
then extracts subgoal features; (8) KERS + Monolayer: using the monolayer attention mechanism;
(9) KERS + AllKnowledge: with all the related
knowledge rather than the candidate knowledge.

DuRecDial is a dataset for recommendation dialog with annotated subgoals (Liu et al., 2020) in
Mandarin. Two crowd workers are assigned different profiles in the recommendation task with a
diverse set of subgoals. There are four main categories of subgoals: 1) Chitchat: greeting, chitchat
about celebrities, etc; 2) Question answering: answering questions on weather, celebrities, movies,
restaurants, music, time, etc; 3) Recommendation: recommending movies, news, music, restaurants, etc; 4) Task: requesting news, playing music,
1096

1

Code will be available at https://github.com/z562/KERS.

PPL

F1

BLEU-1

BLEU-2

DIST-2

Knowledg F1

Train Time
(minute)

S2S + kg
Trans.
Trans. + kg
MGCG_R
MGCG_G2

24.75
9.78
9.40
16.51

24.52
41.79
44.73
33.93
36.02

0.1649
0.3925
0.4192
0.3403

0.0792
0.2883
0.3180
0.2320
0.2351

0.0131
0.0502
0.0554
0.1870
0.0574

8.37
27.76
31.82
23.67

27
44
46
30

KERS
KERS w/o DiaGuidance
KERS w/o Subgoal
KERS w/o CandidateKnow
KERS + Topic
KERS w/o NoiseFilter
KERS w/o KnowEnhance
KERS + Reverse
KERS + Monolayer
KERS + AllKnowledge

8.34
8.80
8.76
8.58
8.40
8.44
8.56
8.45
8.41
8.50

50.47
47.51
48.95
49.61
49.40
48.98
49.21
49.42
49.40
49.20

0.4629
0.4371
0.4496
0.4550
0.4529
0.4523
0.4544
0.4564
0.4562
0.4507

0.3619
0.3378
0.3514
0.3554
0.3532
0.3522
0.3549
0.3562
0.3563
0.3515

0.0790
0.0812
0.0821
0.0751
0.0761
0.0765
0.0682
0.0787
0.0789
0.0782

39.03
35.10
37.98
37.01
37.07
38.27
37.82
37.90
37.98
36.73

50
37
46
43
45
54
49
50
47
105

Model

Table 2: Response generation results with automatic evaluation metrics on DuRecDial test set.

Moreover, we perform automatic evaluations on
two subtasks: subgoal generation and knowledge
generation. We compare KERS against: (1) CNN:
the CNN (Kim, 2014) model used in Liu et al.
(2020); (2) LSTM-CNN: adding LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) before CNN.

shows subgoal prediction accuracy. Our model
achieves the best performance on subgoal prediction (96.60%) compared to CNN and LSTM-CNN.
In addition, our model achieves relatively high
accuracy 75.6% on knowledge prediction, which
serves a solid base to guide response generation.

We present the response generation results in
Table 2. Our model, KERS achieves a signifiWe evaluate the models on the original DuReccant improvement over previous work MGCG_G
Dial test set. We use perplexity (PPL), F1 (Liu
in perplexity (PPL) by -8.17, F1 +14.45, BLEU-1
et al., 2020), BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), and
+0.1226, BLEU-2 +0.1268, DIST-2 +0.0216, and
DISTINCT (DIST-2) (Li et al., 2016) for common
knowledge F1 +15.36. Notably, KERS has the lowautomatic evaluation. Perplexity and DISTINCT
est perplexity and highest knowledge F1, indicating
measure the fluency and the diversity of generated
it has the best fluency and knowledge. Due to the
responses, respectively. F1 and BLEU measure
advantages of the retrieval model, MGCG_R has
the similarity between the generated responses and
high DIST-2, which suggests MGCG_R has more
ground truth. In addition, we compare the training
diverse responses. We also conduct an ablation
time (minutes/epoch) for efficiency. We propose
study to evaluate each component’s contribution
a knowledge F1 score to evaluate selected knowlto KERS’s performance. Results show that after
edge’s accuracy. Knowledge F1 is the F1 score
removing the dialog guidance module, KERS’s percomputed between the generated response and the
formance decreases sharply. This suggests that
pseudo label (aka Kw described in Section 3.1). To
the dialog guidance module plays a crucial role by
evaluate two subtasks, we compute subgoal predicproviding reasonable subgoals and selecting proper
tion accuracy and knowledge prediction accuracy.
knowledge later. Moreover, removing the predicted
subgoals leads to worse performance but higher
5 Experimental Results
DIST-2. However, after careful inspection of reWe first evaluate the effectiveness of subgoal
sponses generated by KERS w/o Subgoal, we find
prediction and knowledge prediction. Table 1 that these diverse responses are largely irrelevant
2
to the current scene. Therefore, even though these
Since MGCG_R is a retrieval-based model and has poor
results, we mainly compare our model with MGCG_G.
responses are more diverse, they do not lead to suc1097
4.3 Automatic Evaluation Metrics

Turn-level results

Model

Dialog-level results

Fluency

Appro.

Infor.

Proactivity

Rec. Success

Coher.

Engag.

Trans. + kg

2.950

2.585

2.075

2.355

3.982

3.700

3.417

MGCG G

2.900

2.360

2.390

3.850

KERS

2.955

**
**

2.840

1.945

**
**

2.420

**

3.017

**

2.445

4.439

*

2.750
**

**

4.150

3.700

Table 3: Human evaluation results at different levels. The turn-level evaluation uses a 3-point Likert scale and
dialog-level evaluation uses a 5-point Likert scale. * refers to a p-value < 0.05 and ** refers to a p-value < 0.01.

Pref. (%)
Trans. + kg
MGCG_G
KERS

Trans. + kg

MGCG_G

KERS

31.7
61.7

68.3
78.3

38.3
21.7
-

Table 4: Pair-wise preference of the three models

cessful recommendations. We also find that using
turn-level candidate knowledge boosts knowledge
F1 compared to using subgoal-level topics. This is
because turn-level candidate knowledge provides
more fine-grained information, which guides response generation. Although our knowledge prediction has a relatively high accuracy of 75.6%, there
are still 24.4% incorrect cases – some of them do
not need knowledge, and some of them receive the
wrong knowledge. The noise filter is designed to
address these cases, which improves all the metrics,
especially improving F1 by 3.0%. In addition, we
find removing the knowledge enhancement module
sharply decreases KERS’s DIST-2. We also observe the sequential attention mechanism performs
better than both the reverse attention and monolayer
structure. This indicates that a reasonable attention
sequence enables the model to utilize subgoals and
knowledge information better. Furthermore, KERS
has better results than KERS+AllKnowledge, especially improving knowledge F1 by 6.3%, and only
requires half of its training time. This suggests that
rather than improving performance, incorporating
all the knowledge introduces noise and leads to
more training time. Our model can filter unnecessary information and is more efficient and effective.

KERS, MGCG_G, and Trans.+kg. In addition, we
run a pair-wise preference test among these models.
6.1 Turn-level Evaluation
We randomly sample 200 examples from the test set
and let each model generate a response according
to a given context, related knowledge graph, and
the final recommendation subgoal. We present the
generated responses to five human evaluators. They
assess the responses in terms of fluency, appropriateness, informativeness, and proactivity using a
3-point Likert scale.
The results are shown in the left portion of Table
3. The inter-rater annotation agreement is measured using the Fleiss’s kappa (Fleiss and Cohen,
1973). The Fleiss’s kappa for fluency, appropriateness, informativeness, and proactivity is 0.81,
0.76, 0.77, and 0.60, respectively. Our model outperforms all the baselines, especially on appropriateness and informativeness. This indicates that
KERS can generate more appropriate and informative responses. Moreover, we find both MGCG_G
and KERS obtain relatively higher scores than
Trans.+kg on proactivity, suggesting that providing
subgoal planning is vital in guiding dialogs.
6.2 Dialog-level Evaluation

We ask human evaluators to have conversations
directly with the models through an interactive interface. Since there are 21 different subgoals with
different requirements and a large number of different subgoal sequences, we have to train evaluators
with the guidelines to effectively evaluate the models. Because such training is time-consuming and
requires high proficiency, we recruited ten profes6 Human Evaluation
sional evaluators to perform the evaluation instead
Automatic metrics evaluate the model on several
of recruiting crowd workers. To make sure evaluspecific aspects, while humans can give a holistic
ators can cover a wide range of different converevaluation. We conduct human evaluations on both
sation contexts, we ask each evaluator to interact
turn level and dialog level to compare three models, with the models in 6 different scenarios sampled
1098

User:今天几号了? (What's the date today?)
Bot: 今天是2018年11月13日。(Today is Nov.
13, 2018.)
User:好的，谢谢你啊。(OK, thank you.)
Bot: 今天也是黄晓明的生日哦。(Today is also
Xiaoming Huang's birthday.)
User:今天啊，我偶像啊。(Today! He is my idol.)
Bot: 你眼光真好, 他是第10 届华语电影传媒大
奖最具人气男演员呢！(You have good taste, He
is the most popular actor at the 10th Chinese Film
Media Awards.)
User:他还是联合国艾滋病规划署中国亲善大使
呢! (He's also the UNAIDS Goodwill Ambassador
for China!)
Bot: 是啊, 那你要不要看看他的电影《 撒娇女
人最好命》, 电影里的佳品, 很不错哦。(Yes, do
you want to watch his movie Women Who Know
How to Flirt Are the Luckiest: the rare, good
movie. It's very good.)
User:口碑怎么样啊？(How is the reputation?)
Bot: 口碑还可以。(Good reputation.)
User:那我要看看。(I want to see it.)
Bot: 你一定会喜欢的！(You will like it!)
User:嗯, 谢谢你, 拜拜！(Well, thank you, bye!)
Bot: 拜拜! (Bye bye!)
Name: 胡振玉 (Zhenyu Hu)
Gender: 男 (male)
Favorite star: 黄晓明 (Xiaoming Huang)
1. QA about the date
2. Chitchat about the star
3. Movie recommendation

User:今天几号了? (What's the date today?)
Bot: 今天是2018年11月13日。(Today is Nov.
13, 2018.)
User:你真棒。(You are so good.)
Bot: 今天是黄晓明生日呢，他是2018年出生。
(Today is The birthday of Xiaoming Huang, who
was born in 2018.)
User:今天啊，我偶像啊。(Today! He is my idol.)
Bot: 哈哈，那你喜欢看他的电影吗？我给你
推荐一部他的电影《消失的子弹》，电影很不
错，你可以去看看。(Haha, do you like his
movies? I recommend you one of his movies, The
Bullet Vanishes. It's a good movie. You can go
check it out.)
User:这不是他的电影(That is not his movie.)
Bot: 希望你会喜欢！ (I hope you like it!)
User:不是很感兴趣，我以后看看。(I'm not
very interested. I will see later)
Bot: 好的，再见。(OK, goodbye.)
User:嗯, 谢谢你, 拜拜！(Well, thank you, bye!)
Bot: 拜拜! (Bye bye!)

User:今天几号了? (What's the date today?)
Bot: 今天是2018年1月13日。(Today is Jan. 13,
2018.)
User:好的。(OK.)
Bot: 你知道吗今天也是黄晓明生日呢! (Do you
know, today is also Xiaoming Huang's birthday!)
User:今天啊，我偶像啊。(Today! He is my idol.)
Bot: 哈哈，那你知道吗，他也是第11届联合国
艾滋病规划署中国亲善大使。(Haha, did you
know that he is also the 11th UNAIDS Goodwill
Ambassador for China!.)
User:是的，他还是第10 届华语电影传媒大奖
最具人气男演员呢! (Yes, he's also the most
popular actor at the 10th Chinese Film Media
Awards.)
Bot: 对了，你知道吗，他有一首《撒娇女人最
好命》，很不错的一首歌。(By the way, do you
know, he has a song Women Who Know How to
Flirt Are the Luckiest. Oh, a very good song.
User:这首歌好听吗？(Is this song good?)
Bot: 这首歌不错，希望你会喜欢。(This song
is good! I hope you like it.)
User:嗯, 谢谢你, 拜拜！(Well, thank you, bye!)
Bot: 拜拜! (Bye bye!)

第10 届华语电影传媒大
1997-11-13
联合国艾滋病规划 introduce
奖最具人气男演员
birthday
署中国亲善大使
(The most popular actor at
黄晓明 (Xiaoming Huang)
(UNAIDS Goodwill
the 10th Chinese Film
Ambassador for China)
Media Awards.)
不错
comment
2018-11-13
《撒娇女人最好命》
Good
聊天
这是难得的佳品
(Women Who Know How
(Chat)
(This is a rare, good movie)
to Flirt Are the Luckiest)
6.2

Figure 5: Conversations produced by Trans.+kg, MGCG_G, and KERS. The red words indicate correct knowledge
generated in the responses. The blue words are the usage of incorrect or inappropriate knowledge by models.

from the test scenarios. In total, 60 different scenarios are tested. After conversing with the dialog
model, evaluators are asked to measure the dialog
in terms of recommendation success, coherence,
and engagingness with a 5-point Likert scale.
As shown in the right portion of Table 3, our
model achieves a significant improvement in all the
three metrics. It shows that KERS can complete
different dialog types and finally make successful
recommendations better than the baseline models.
6.3 Pair-wise Preference Test
We also conduct pair-wise comparisons on our
model against baseline models. We ask ten evaluators to talk to both models under the same 60
scenarios selected in the dialog-level evaluation
and select the better model. We show results in
Table 4. KERS (t-test, p < 0.05)) is preferred by
evaluators over MGCG_G and Trans.+kg. This
suggests KERS performs better than previous stateof-the-art models.

Finally, KERS successfully recommends the movie
Women Who Know How to Flirt Are the Luckiest
starring Xiaoming Huang to users. Compared to
KERS, MGCG_G recommends the inappropriate
movie The Bullet Vanishes that is unrelated to the
user’s preferred star Xiaoming Huang. Trans.+kg
recommends the correct movie title but mistakenly
thinks Women Who Know How to Flirt Are the
Luckiest is a song. We can also find that without
the precise control of knowledge-aware response
generation, both MGCG_G and Trans.+kg usually
give wrong answers to questions. These observations indicate that accurate and rich knowledge is
significant for the recommendation process.

8

Conclusions

It is vital to provide an informative and appropriate
recommendation process in conversational recommendation with multiple dialog types. To improve
recommendation quality, we present KERS to enhance the generated knowledge’s accuracy and richness in responses. Our model uses a dialog guid7 Case Study
ance module to provide the proper subgoals and
candidate knowledge, ensuring that the model inTo show the models’ recommendation quality, we
provide some examples. As shown in Table 5, teracts with the user in a planned way. In addition,
KERS first answers the user’s question correctly we propose three new mechanisms: a sequential
and talks about his favorite star Xiaoming Huang to
attention mechanism, a noise filter, and a knowlengage the user. KERS then talks about Xiaoming
edge enhancement module in the decoder. These
Huang’s awards and honors which gains user’s trust. mechanisms work together to increase the amount
1099

and accuracy of knowledge in responses. Experimental results show that KERS completes various
subgoals and obtains state-of-the-art results compared to previous models. In the future, we plan to
further leverage knowledge graph’s path to enhance
natural topic transitions in dialogs.

9

Ethical Considerations

Recently, recommendation dialog systems have developed rapidly, and we must consider ethical principles in both the design and development stages.
First, The ultimate goal of the recommendation system is to provide users with content that they need.
Therefore, the recommended content needs to be
fair. The over-recommendation of a certain content
due to the business relationship of interest undermines fairness. Second, the internal mechanism of
the system must be transparent, so that users have a
way to understand the nature of the system to avoid
malicious sales. Similarly, during the operation of
the recommendation dialog system, the collection
of user information must be approved by the user
to prevent the system from being used to collect
user privacy. Finally, the recommended content
cannot be factually false or misleading. For example, recommending misleading news will lead to
the spread of rumors. The system needs to monitor
the recommended content to solve such problems.
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